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October 7, 2019

Subject: Double Trouble for Sarge’s - SOS Business License Expired, and Viau never signed MOU.

The hits just keep on coming.

Not only has Sarge’s let their business license with the Secretary of State expire -

http://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/191003SargesLicenseExpired.pdf 
and
http://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/191006DuelingSOS-Licenses.pdf 

but now we learn that Carol Viau (pronounced vee-you), never signed the MOU between Sarge’s and Doyle
Teague.  

http://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/190915SargesFollowTheMoney.pdf 

WTF?

Perhaps that explains why Bryant Morehead has not been able to produce an executed copy of the document
which I have repeatedly requested.

In a meeting between Terry Ramey, Vicki Hyatt, Kyle Perrotti and Luke Weir last Thursday, Vicki offered
that Carol Viau had never signed the MOU. 

Not believing my ear pans, I decided to visit the Liberal Hack News Editor this morning and hear it directly
from the horse’s mouth.  Vicki Hyatt did indeed tell me that she heard from Carol Viau that she never
signed the MOU.  That was about the time the title of President of Sarge’s was changing hands, so Vicki
offered that was the explanation provided by Carol Viau.  The implication from Vicki was that maybe
someone else might have signed the MOU, attempting to cover Carol Viau’s [expletive deleted].  Right now,
this MOU is so toxic, I don’t think anyone would be stupid enough to admit signing it.

The word from our excuse for a County Attorney, Frank Queen, is that he believes you don’t have to have
a signed MOU, only that the parties are abiding by the MOU [re: direct from the mouth of Bryant Morehead
to Terry Ramey].

A truth in life is: A lawyer can only render an opinion, it is the Judge that makes the Ruling.

Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
Haywood County Taxpayer.
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